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This Month in Discover Pattaya
Hi Everyone,
As some of you may recall I went to Morocco earlier in the year and wrote
about what I found there in our June and July issues. If you missed these
they are still available to read in our Back Issues page of the website
pattayatrader.com. Well, long story short I fell in love with Marrakech
and the wonderful handcrafted items on sale in the souks there. It was
impossible to bring back everything I wanted - and having things shipped
here is a bit of a challenge .Therefore I was delighted to Discover Tara
Home Decor with a fabulous range not only of products from Morocco but
also from Bali, India and Africa.
Please have a look for yourselves at Baan and Beyond. After all, Christmas
is nearly upon us and while you’re there you can pop into Edenko to see an
amazing range of Christmas trees and decorations. There’s more of what’s
inside at Edenko in our video on the Pattaya Trader YouTube channel please like and subscribe to be notified of all the new videos we film in and
around Pattaya.
After all, there is plenty here to Discover!
Gloria
gloria@patttayatrader.com
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f you are holding a special event, party or
just a get together it's a joy to leave the food
to professional help. Party Food Pattaya is
the city’s leading caterer and can provide all you
need for any event big or small.
Club and Bar evenings, Birthday, Kids and
Wedding parties, even large Condo Launches.
Over the years Party Food Pattaya has catered
events ranging in size from just 6 people to over
200. They can supply food, drink, plates, table
cloths, service staff, even tables and chairs you only have to ask.
Plus you have the security of knowing that Party Food Pattaya is part of the popular Sportsman pub
and restaurant. Dave Bower, its owner for the past 20 years, started this offsite catering division
soon after The Sportsman opened due to the demand from his customers..
As

you

would

expect

traditional

ÙOHFS GPPE JT WFSZ QPQVMBS  BMTP UIF
Sportsman’s fabulous full roast dinners.
However, if you look on the website
https:/partyfoodpattaya.com you will
see much, much, more. American,
Cajun, Mexican, Thai food, Barbecue,
Cheese boards they’re all available.

Dave says “Once your order is
DPOÙSNFE  JUT UBLFO DBSF PG 8FmWF
been doing this a long time and our
customers have all been extremely
happy with our service”.
With free delivery all
over Pattaya, Jomtien
and Naklua it's a joy
to use Pattaya Party
Food. You no longer
have to worry about the
catering of your event
they will take care of all
for you.

Party Food Pattaya is located at the popular
restaurant, The Sportsman, on Soi 13 Pattaya
Beach Road.
Telephone 038 710 609 or 0871 376 138
email info@partyfoodpattaya.com
https://partyfoodpattaya.com
FB Party Food Pattaya
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THAILAND’S NEW

GENERATION OF SNOOKER CHAMPIONS

A

lthough the men’s game in Thailand
is suffering from a lack of new stars
coming through at the moment, the
Kingdom doesn’t have one male player in
the World top 64, the young women are
making a fantastic impression and have
had some excellent results lately. In August
of this year the Women’s World Under-21
championships were won by 14 year old
Panchaya Channoi, nickname “Mind”,
defeating a young lady from India, Anupama
Ramachandran, who had beaten her in the
round robin stage of the tournament.
The Indian star had also beaten
another promising Thai, Ploychompoo
-BPLJBUQIPOH JO UIF TFNJÙOBM BOE XBT
an extremely tough opponent. This was a
tremendous achievement for someone so
young and as a result she was invited to play
in the IBSF World 6-Red Championships in
Kuala Lumpar. A nice touch on her return
to Thailand was that she was met at the
airport by the president of the Billiard
Sports Association of Thailand, Suntorn
Jarumon, who pledged to support not only
“Mind” but all the other youngsters coming
through.
Another exciting win that really turned the spotlight on the Thailand women’s game was the World mixed doubles, held
recently in the UK, where Nutcharut “Mink” Wongharuthai was playing alongside Australian World men’s number 3
Neil Robertson. Because of the participation of
the top 4 in the world men’s game, Robertson,
Ronnie O’Sullivan, Judd Trump and Mark Selby,
this event drew a great deal of publicity and the
CSFBLPGn.JOLoJOUIFTFNJÙOBMUPHFUUIFN
through was a particular highlight.
The young Thai champion was already causing
a stir in the women’s game, having become
UIF ÙSTU 5IBJ XJOOFS PG UIF 8PNFOmT 8PSME
Championship in February of 2022. She had
already been runner-up in 2019 and had won her
ÙSTUSBOLJOHUPVSOBNFOU UIF8PNFOmT"VTUSBMJBO
Open, later that same year.
The world mixed doubles format has proven very
popular and there can be no better way to give
the ladies game exposure than to play alongside
the best players in the world, male or female.
Hopefully the event will be become a permanent
ÙYUVSF PO UIF ZFBSMZ TDIFEVMF BOE HJWF UIF UPQ
women players the screen time the game needs.
With their performances in Snooker and Golf to
name just two, Thai sportswomen are making a
big impression on the world stage.
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By: Magna Carta Law Firm

MAGNA CARTA LAW FIRM CELEBRATES 20 YEARS OF LEGAL SERVICE

C

alling the company Magna Carta was the idea of our
founder Mr. Chalermwat “Pico” Wimuktayon. He founded
Magna Carta Law Firm with the aim to create a business
based around fair and excellent legal services.
Since the beginning, aside from legal services, we also emphasize
cooperation with the government and different private sectors to
foster social responsibility, in which our team took part in more
than 200 activities.
In 2016, the entire Magna Carta building has then undergone a
major renovation to accommodate the growing number of our
team and clientele, as well as to give room for the new business
ventures under the Magna Carta Group of Companies.
This year, in celebration of 2 decades of service, a special meritmaking ceremony was held at the Magna Carta building. We are
truly honored to have been supported by many prominent people
in and around Pattaya who graced this momentous event. Being
able to reach this far is only possible with a great team, reliable
colleagues, and valued clients who have been continuously
supporting us through the years.

Throughout the 20 years, we work hand in hand to constantly seek
for various ways and means to promptly respond to the different
personal or corporate concerns of all our valued clients. We have
put a lot of effort into improving our wide range of services. We
IBWF JOWFTUFE JO JODPSQPSBUJOH UIF ÙSN JOUP B EJHJUBM TZTUFN UP
cover wider areas and be able to adapt to the challenges of a
SBQJEMZDIBOHJOHXPSME'PSBDDVSBDZBOEFGÙDJFODZ XFIBWFTFU
up a customer database system and work as a cloud computing
system. We also employ a new software program to support and
DPOOFDUPVSCBDLPGÙDFTZTUFN
Magna Carta Law Firm is now ready to provide you with
professional legal and accounting consultation via ONLINE
CONFERENCE. If you have any legal problems concerning
your affairs in Thailand, wherever you are, we are willing and
able to assist you with online consultation using various online
conference tools. We will diligently provide you with professional
advice in the comfort of your own home.

We made great efforts at trying to secure the best team of
legal brains to provide comprehensive and personalized legal
assistance and beyond. Our team of Barristers, Senior and
+VOJPS-BXZFST $FSUJÙFE"DDPVOUBOUT BTXFMMBT$IJOFTF OBUJWF
English, German and Russian-speaking law consultants have
been committed to providing expert legal advice in Criminal and
Civil Law, Family Law, Labor Law, Real Estate Law, Immigration
Law, Wills and Probate, Accounting, and Business planning.
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We can put you in touch with the Right People!
'PS MPOH UFSN SFTJEFOUT BOE SFUJSFFT JO 5IBJMBOE  TPNF MFHBM QSPDFEVSFT DBO CF B NJOFÙFME PG
bureaucracy and endless paperwork. At Expat Finance we have access to professional people who
can help you negotiate any problems that you may come across whilst living in Thailand. Here are
just some of the things we can assist you with.

INSURANCE including House/Condo, Car/Motorbike, Life cover and most importantly Health
Insurance which is becoming a much bigger issue in the Kingdom since the onset of the pandemic.
*UJTOPX NPSFUIBOFWFS WJUBMZPVHFUUIFIFBMUIDPWFSUIBUÙUTZPVSQBSUJDVMBSDJSDVNTUBODFT:PV
need the right advice to make the right choice.
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT something that looms large and is of great importance to our resident
retirees is the setting of a legal and binding last will and testament. For families that are left behind,
XIFUIFSIFSFPSBCSPBE UIFMBDLPGBOZDMFBSJOTUSVDUJPOTWJBBDFSUJÙFEXJMMDBOCFBOJHIUNBSFUP
untangle, cost a lot of money and go on for a very long time. All those potential problems can be
put aside with the right plans in place. We have the lawyers that can guide you through the whole
QSPDFTTBOEBTTJTUZPVXJUIBMMUIFÙOBMEPDVNFOUBUJPOBT&YFDVUPS

BUSINESS SERVICES including visa, work permit and visa (B), Business licences, VAT registration
and the opening of bank accounts both personal and for business.

PROPERTY SERVICES We can also help with contract drafting for business sales, also for real
estate and vehicles. We deal with ownership transfers of house, land and condominium, corporate
accounting and bookkeeping services, payroll, social security and accounts. The preparation of
yearly accounts can also be catered for.

FINANCIAL SERVICES investment and personal wealth advice and private loan arrangements.
We also deal with the rental, sale or purchase of a property and general property management.
Anyone who comes through Expat Finance can be assured of the best service available. Whatever
your requirements you will be given the chance to speak to the right people with no obligation to
continue. If you want peace of mind and want to make the right choice concerning any of the above
please get in touch.
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THE ROTARY CLUB OF PATTAYA
INTERNATIONAL EMPOWERING WOMEN

L

ast month we told you about Rotary
Club Pattaya International’s passion
for working on the ongoing problem of
Soi Dogs. The month before we wrote about
their Beach Cleaning days. If you missed
these please go to pattayatrader.com where
ZPVDBOTUJMMÙOEUIFTFQBHFTBWBJMBCMFUPSFBE
online in our Back Issues.
This month is about another project very close
to the hearts of both Jana and Tom Keightley
and the members of the Rotary Club of Pattaya
International - namely the Empowerment of
Women. Together with other clubs and charities
the Rotary members are keen to help provide
basic education for young girls and mothers.
One of the aima being to educate and provide
UIFOFDFTTBSZRVBMJÙDBUJPOTUPIFMQHFUXPSL
(for example in the Hotel/ Service industry) or
start their own businesses. This is especially
important for girls/women who want to get
BXBZGSPNUIFTFYJOEVTUSZTFYUSBGÙDLJOH
Educating young women with basic life skills such as
nutrition, hygiene, and learning about their bodies
especially during menstruation. A campaign to
support and follow these informative lessons will then
be launched encouraging people to donate toiletries,
sanitary products and basic hygiene essentials that
can be given to girls in the orphanages and homes.
Providing daycare for the children of working mothers
is another important aim as well as teaching young
HJSMT UP MFBSO BOE IBWF UIF DPOÙEFODF UP TBZ /0
means NO. The Rotary clubs of Pattaya are already
in touch with many charities doing tremendous work
to help girls who have been the victims of abuse
even whilst at home.

5IFSFNVDIUPEPJGZPVXPVMEMJLFUPÙOEPVUNPSF
about how you can help please contact:,

Jana Keightley : 065 4905 153.
Tom Keightley : 061 5171 390
rcpattayainternational@gmail.com
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Exploring the incredible beauty of Phang Nga by
to-3]ƭig-ĄĄigY»t-]Ą0i-t

N

PUIJOHDBOQSFQBSFZPVGPSUIFTDBMFBOENBHOJÙDFOU
scenery of Phang Nga. I have travelled extensively
yet this is one of the most incredible scenes of
nature’s extraordinary works of art I have ever seen.
Looking from the mainland over the mangroves and out
across the bay there are incredibly shaped islands, each
one unique in shape and size.
Formally a barrier reef during the Permian epoch, (298-252
million years ago) the formations are the result of geological
movements and fractures. Wind, ocean currents and sea
corrosion have all shaped these islands and the limestone
karsts are still being continuously re-sculptured by the
elements..

During our stay on Phuket, we were constantly hounded
by touts for boat trips across the bay.. They sounded
idyllic with high-speed boat, tour guide, lunch, snorkelling
and sightseeing all included. However, we were looking for
something more private and on our way to the viewpoint
saw a simple sign for boat trips by a small, village pier.
.
Once comfortably on board a colourful little long-tail
boat we made our way out through the dense mangrove
channels, into Phang Nga bay. It was a wonderful day; the
sun was shining and the cloud formations spectacular.
The sea was calm, and our captain set a good pace.
We were soon cruising past incredible formations, each
different in size and shape, almost all well vegetated with
the natural sea erosion at the base allowing the boat to
pass underneath some of the overhangs. Erie limestone
stalactites hang down in bizarre shapes and one hopes
that they won’t choose today to slip into the sea.

50
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The scenes in Phang Nga bay were truly sensational and
with just a few longtail boats adding a scenic touch as
they made their individual ways amongst the islands. A
well-seasoned guide then shoe-horned us into a very
TJNQMFJOÚBUBCMF5FSSJÙFEPGMPTJOHNZQIPOF *NBEFTVSF
it stayed securely in a plastic bag in my pocket, so sadly
no photos of this amazingly scenic part of the trip. Sitting
POUIFÚPPSJGBOJOÚBUBCMFJTOPUUIFNPTUDPNGPSUBCMFBU
my age but I started to relax and understand the incredible
natural beauty of this lagoon. We paddled serenely under
the cliffs and through the mangroves.The tour lasted about
one hour and we were soon back at our longtail.

0OFPGUIFIJHIMJHIUTPGUIF1IBOH/HBUSJQXBTUIFÙTIJOH
village of Koh Panyee, built almost entirely on stilts, the old
town is delightful but newer areas appear to be occupied
CZ MBSHF ÙTI SFTUBVSBOUT 5IF WJMMBHF DBNF UP GBNF XIFO
local kids,inspired by the 1986 FIFA World Cup built a
QJUDIGSPNTDSBQTPGXPPEBOEÙTIJOHSBGUT/PXSFCVJMU 
1BOZFF'$SFHVMBSMZUSBJOPOUIJTÚPBUJOHQJUDIBOEBSFPOF
of the most successful soccer clubs in Southern Thailand.
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Our delightful cruise continued through the
endless beauty of Phang Nga. The water
remained calm and only the wakes of the
longtail boats broke the serenity as they
ferried their occupants on their journeys of
TQMFOEPVS5IFÙOBMTUPQXBTBU,P,IBP
Phing Kan which has become famous as
the James Bond island due to the role that
it played in ``The Man with the Golden Gun”
and subsequently in Star Wars, Revenge of
the Sith. The highly recognisable limestone
karst of Ko Ta Pu (or Ko Tapu) lies about
40 metres from the island and is instantly
recognisable. At 20 metres high with a
diameter of just four metres at the base
and eight at the top. It is quite precarious
BOE UIF TVCKFDU PG UIPVTBOET PG TFMÙFT
every day.

You will need to have kept the National Park Entry ticket that you
purchased when you went canoeing and this is checked as to disembark.
5IFÙSTUCFBDIJTSBUIFSMPWFMZBHBJOXJUIPWFSIBOHJOHDMJGGT UIFSFBSFB
few steps and then the wonder of Ko Ta Pu is revealed! Whilst smaller
than I had expected, it is an amazing site to see and naturally take some
shots. There are sadly souvenir shops on the island and you can walk
easily to the second beach at the rear.
All things must come to an end and we slowly left Phang Nga behind
us and followed the hidden creeks through the Mangroves back to our
community pier.
Responsible/sustainable tourism: It is challenging but we try to be
responsible in the way we travel and support sustainable local business
wherever possible. The majority of the long-tail boats in Phang Nga belong
UPÙTIFSNFOXIPIBWFBSJHIUUPCFJOUIJTBSFBBOEUIFJSUSBEJUJPOBMTUZMFE
boats do add a feature to any scene. Sadly, as tourism returns these
JTMBOETXJMMPODFBHBJOCFÙMMFEUPUIFJSNBYJNVNBOEOBUVSFXJMMTVGGFS
However, we do all want to see the sights!
To Read more from Kim go to his website meanderingtales.com
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BARRY UPTON
25 YEAR ANNIVERSARY FOR 5,6,7,8

O

n November 10th 1997, a single was released
by STEPS, the band I had created, called
5,6,7,8. I wrote it to be a techno/country style
pop line dancing anthem. Jive records already had
the Backstreet Boys and Britney Spears on their
roster, so it should have been no surprise (although it
still was to me) when my song entered the U.K. charts
and stayed there for 4 months. It also climbed charts
all over the world, including No. 1 in Australia and was
included on a plethora of party compilation albums
worldwide.
*UUIFOXBTVTFEJOÙMNT UWTIPXTBOEBET CFDPNJOH
a party classic and would be for the next 25 years.
STEPS are still together and a couple of months ago
released a ‘Platinum’ album with all their hits on,
soaring immediately to No. 1 in the U.K. charts.
So, I thought that maybe I should mark this auspicious occasion by re-releasing my song on November 10th 2022, but
with an updated version.
Earlier this year, I was attending the salsa live band nights at Sandbar in Dongtan Beach, Pattaya and got inspired to do
a Latino style recording of 5,6,7,8 (note - that’s the way all choreographed dances are counted in).
I have now completed the track(s) ready for release and an accompanying video.‘5,6,7,8 Tropicale’ now has a new
appropriate chorus lyric -

My Tropicale baby is driving me crazy
Like a Mana from Havana, my Latino date.
A dancer, romancer.
My prayers have all been answered (now)
Wanna join the queue, Two Step with you, 5,6,7,8.
I recruited the very talented singers from Philippine band ‘Power Jam’ to
accompany me on the vocals. They jumped at the opportunity as this song
has been very popular in their country for so many years and is now, I hear,
part of the national school curriculum because of the dance that goes with it.
Also, talented local Thai singer Nancy also contributed.
My friend, musician Paul Rosenberg, added some latin percussion and brass instruments while I did the rest.
Now, all I had to do was to produce a music video to go with it.
For this, I asked DJ Ona who runs salsa nights all over Pattaya to put a dance group together for me with a choreographed
TFDUJPO8FFOEFEVQXJUIEBODFST FOUIVTJBTUJDBMMZFOKPZJOHCFJOHÙMNFEQFSGPSNJOHBU%POHUBO#FBDIJONZOFXMZ
designed cropped t shirts.
5IFOFYUEBZ XJUIUIFDBNFSBBTTJTUBODFPGBOPUIFSGSJFOE %BOJFM(PMEBOEIJTXJGF XFÙMNFENZTFMGUPHFUIFSXJUI
those ‘Power Jam’ singers plus a brass section clip on the beach to the amusement of many sunbathers there.
'JOBMMZ *XBTÙMNFEQMBZJOHUIFBEEJUJPOBMHVJUBSQBSUTBOEJUXBTBXSBQ
I have a friend in Havana, Cuba, and he sent me some authentic footage of his Latino dancers
/PXUIBU*mWFÙOJTIFEFEJUJOHUIFWJEFPBOETFOUUIFUSBDLUPNZ6,EJTUSJCVUJPOMBCFM JUJTSFBEZGPSSFMFBTFXPSMEXJEF
The radio edit plus the special elongated dance versions are all available to download at all good facilities such as
Amazon, iTunes, etc..
From November 10th, special video
edits are available on my YouTube
channel,
FAB
BAZ
MUSIC
TV.
Big thanks go out to all who participated
in this exciting project and especially the
radio/video DJs and channels who help
to promote my song.

Now … it’s time to Beguine
so count it in 5,6,7,8.
DISCOVER PATTAYA
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CROSS WORD NOVEMBER 2022
Across

1. Jeer
6. Part of a circle
9. Stop
13. Coconut meat
14. Exclude
15. Court panelist
16. Help
17. Oculus
18. Herb with aromatic seeds
19. Associated
21. Prescribe
23. Appearing bloodshot
24. Traditional music
25. First woman
28. Travel by horse
30. Scaling device
35. Hobble
37. Layer of paint
39. Appeared with Bogart in
The Maltese Falcon, Peter ___
40. European river
41. Tally
43. Temporary provision of
money
2IˋFHZRUNHU
46. Reign
47. Misplace
48. Plaid design
50. Genuine
52. Church bench
53. Gown
55. Rend
57. Environmental condition
61. Consign
65. Automaton
66. Epoch
68. The Little Bear, Ursa ___
69. Develop
70. Pelt
71. Excessive
72. Outdo
+DQNHULQJ
74. Wading bird

Down6. Avid
1. Indication of previous
damage
2. Inlet
3. Gemstone
4. Mendicant
5. Waver
6. Not up and about
7. Beam
8. System of beliefs
9. Search and pursue
10. Melody for solo voice
11. Disorientated
12. Large plant
15. Canine mammal
20. Decree
22. Unwell
24. Characteristic
25. Choose

26. House
27. Glowing fragment
of coal
29. Threshold
31. Child's plaything
32. Wilt
33. Delete
34. Regenerate
36. Saucy
38. Story
$FTXLUHNQRZOHGJH
45. Martial art
49. Negation of a word
51. Paper used to test
DFLGRUDONDOL
54. Burly
56. Produced from a
photographic negative

57. Crustacean
7UDGLWLRQDONQRZOHGJH
59. Long-billed bird
60. The greatest number
61. Acquire by effort
or action
62. Release a fastening
63. Rancid
64. Journey
67. Regret

SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 58
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After the death of a loved one and divorce moving home is ranked no 3 of the most stressful life events. Perhaps this has
something to do with the fact that your whole life and its belongings are in limbo for a while. Or because it is unsettling
not to have all elements of your home under your control. Hopefully with some of these easy moving hacks we can take
a little pain out of the process..

Pack kitchen items carefully
5IFSFBSFNBOZÙEEMZCJUTUPDPOTJEFSXIFOQBDLJOH
up a kitchen so give yourself plenty of advanced
time. Also ensure you don’t arrive with broken plates
by putting paper or paper towels between them and
packing them vertically as they’re less likely to break
than when stacked horizontally. Cups and bowls can
go inside one another, with paper in between, and
knives should be wrapped in a dish towel and placed
on their side — never facing up.

Last out First in Basket
If you are giving yourself the day before to pack your kitchen then it's a good idea to have disposable plates, cups,
BOEDVUMFSZGPSZPVSMBTUNFBMJOZPVSPMEIPNFBOEUIFÙSTUJOZPVSOFXQMBDF:PVNBZCFUPPUJSFEBGUFSZPVNPWFUP
VOQBDLFWFSZUIJOHGPSUIFLJUDIFOTPUIFTFJUFNTXJMMBMTPQSPWFVTFGVMGPSUIFÙSTUNFBMJOZPVSOFXIPNFPSZPVDBOKVTU
order a pizza takeaway from Marco’s! You should also consider adding essentials such as nightclothes, toothbrushes
and toiletries plus a change of clothes for the next day. A kettle, tea, milk, sugar and a toaster may also be good to
include in your basket.

Use Toilet Rolls
Use toilet paper tubes to keep wires and cables
organised. They are the perfect size and keep
all your cords from getting tangled up in the
boxes.

Seal Bottles of Liquids and
Toiletries
Put plastic wrap under the lid of bottles and
toiletries to keep them from spilling during the
move
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Hacks for packing clothes.
Don’t take clothes off their hangers. Instead, move
them in bunches covered by plastic rubbish bags
whilst still on the hanger and roll smaller items of
clothes rather than folding them to save space
and stop creasing. They can then also go in large
outdoor garbage bags along with items such as
towels, linens, bedding, and stuffed children’s toys.

Use clothing and towels as padding
Newspapers and bubble wrap have their place, but
using your own items as padding is a good hack.
After all you have to pack clothing, towels, bedding,
anyway, so you might as well put them to good use.
Wrap your T-shirts around dishware and ornaments
and cover large items with bedding to prevent them
from getting scratched.
If you are packing up and moving yourself with
cardboard boxes remember not too make them too
heavy. You can also cut triangles into boxes about
1/3 of the way down to create handles for easy
carrying.Don't leave empty spaces in the boxes but
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ease of stacking.

Use up and prepare before you go
Cut back on as much clutter as possible and do a purge of
unused or unnecessary items. You'll have less to pack, less
to move, and less to unpack. Use up as much food, cleaning
stuff and toiletries as you can before you go so that you can
buy new when you arrive at your new address. Also don’t
bother taking clothes or items you really don’t want or need.
Instead have a good sort through and see if there’s anything
you want to donate to charities like the Mercy Centre, Take
Care Kids or Hand to Hand who will be happy to receive your
donations.

Start early
Don’t wait until the last minute to get started. As soon as you
know that you will be looking for a new home, you should
start reviewing your stuff. In a perfect world, you have at
least a month’s notice before you move, so start decluttering,
cleaning, organising, and packing as soon as you can. The
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with areas you use the least. Getting started early will make
you feel like you’ve made some progress and motivate you
to tackle more.

Label Your Boxes
It seems obvious but especially if you are getting help
with your move don’t forget to label the boxes. Valuable
information such as the room it belongs in as well as marking
if the contents is fragile is extremely useful.
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